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CLANNS UPDATE

Minors hurlers finish with a flourish
On a warm and balmy Monday night in Sean Moore Park our minor hurlers
brought their pre-summer series of games to a close with a comprehensive
win over Lucan Sarsfields. Good goal keeping by Kevin McGrath and solid
defence from Colm O’Briain, Aidan Duffy, Art Stevenson, Conor Rimmer
and Freddy Allen helped to create the platform for those further up the
field to press home the advantage.

Patrick McNamara sets off on one of his trademark solo runs

The scoring was well spread around with Patrick McNamara capping a
really strong performance by bagging a very impressive 0-6 from play; Evan
O’Keeffe was his usual scoring machine with 1-3, while Cian O’Regan
contributed 0-4, Seamus McCann 0-4, Ruairi Corrigan 0-3 with 1-0 coming
from each of Scott Collopy and Shane Gallagher.

Scott Collopy gets in to block a clearance

With just one loss in the league to date Clanns will likely top the table or
share pole position when all pre-summer games are completed.
Clanna Gael Fontenoy 3-20 Lucan Sarsfields 1-6

Dublin Development Squads – Clanns players
While the successful role of Clanns man, Declan Darcy, as selector of the
Dublin Senior Football team is generally well appreciated, less well known
is the list of young club players involved in Dublin Development Squads - a
list which continues to expand, as the following illustrates:
Girls
Senior Football: Rebecca McDonnell
Minor Football: Maria O Dea
U16 Football: Aoibheann Walsh
U15 Football: Lucy Crowe, Ali Griffen, Ella Darcy
U14 Football: Olivia Mohan
U13 Football: Sydney McErlean, Sasha O Neill, Tamara Conroy, Sarah
Rooney and Lauren Darcy, Timea Kovac.

Club News
Clanns in Evening Herald
Courtesy of Niall Scully’s Blue Beat
page, the recent opening of our new
dressing rooms featured in the
Evening Herald – see extract in
previous page.

Club Lotto
Boys
Minor Football: Conor Hennessy
Minor “B” Hurling: Karl Morgan and Colm Kirby O’ Briain
U 14 football: Noah McLaren

Senior footballers lose tight contest
It’s never been easier to play the club
Lotto - it can be played online by
clicking here.

Our senior footballers unfortunately lost their latest league fixture by just
three points. In a keenly-contest game that could have gone either way,
Raheny managed to claim the spoils in a score line of 2-12 to 1-12. Clanns
will be hoping for a better result in their next outing on Sunday 15th July
away to Castleknock at 10.30hrs. All support will be most welcome.

Blast from the past

U10 football team from 1992: Where are they now?
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